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Private Healing

Starting with an energy reading by Intuitive
Specialist, Sinéad de hÓra, she will identify if there
are any energy blocks in your physical, emotional, or
spiritual wellbeing. 

The aim of this session is to increase your energy
awareness and elevate your energy frequency so that
you feel aligned, empowered, and connected to your
higher energy - your true self. 

After relaying her findings, Sinéad will tailor a
treatment around your needs with alternative
therapies, complementary therapies, and anything
you might need to bring you back into harmony.

Expand your awareness
15th & 16th of May

Starting with an energy reading, Sinead de hÓra will
identify energy that needs to be moved through you,
releasing stagnant or stuck energy that you have
been holding onto from your past. 

Once she has relayed her findings, Sinead will work
with energy modalities such as Reiki, Rahanni, or
Angel healing to provide a deep sense of comfort,
stimulate your body's own natural healing system,
support immune function, aid digestive imbalances
and bring you back into harmony with your mind,
body, and soul. 

Heal from within
15th and 16th of May

90 minutes €300
60 minutes €200

90 minutes €300
60 minutes €200

Group Ceremony

Join Sinéad for 90 minutes where you get to switch
off from your day-to-day life and switch your focus to
your heart, your body, and your needs. 

Whether you are a working woman, a mother, or
both, this is your time when you get to just be you,
free from titles, free from others calling you or
needing you, just time for you to be your true self.
Throughout this ceremony, Sinead will guide you
into your body where you get to deeply rest, relax
and listen to your own intuition. 

With energy healing, Angel healing, guided
meditation, sound healing and much more, you will
leave feeling aligned, relaxed, and with beautiful
awareness of oneself. 

Time for you 
14th of May at 10am

Journey under the energy of the new moon with
Sinéad de hÓra. Throughout your time together,
Sinead will highlight the teachings of collective
energy as she guides you to understand any
heightened emotions or energy shifts that you may
be experiencing under the new moon. 

With guided meditation, gentle Yin Yoga, energy
healing, sound healing, reflective writing, and more,
you will be guided to surrender into your body so
that you can listen to the whispers of your heart.
Working in this manner can provide clarity of mind,
healing of the body, and igniting a sense of lightness
and freedom within as you manifest your heart's
desires with the new moon energy. 

New Moon Ceremony 
16th of May at 7:30pm

90 minutes €90 per person

90 minutes €90 per person


